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I. Introduct ion 

Beginning with the seminal paper by Weiss (1966), several studies 

have tested the "administered pricing bn2othesis" with cross sectional 

linear multiple regression mode ls in which.price change over some time 

interval is regressed against industry concentration ratio, change in 

industry output, change in tm.it labor cost , and change in tmit materials 

cost over the time interval . Change in industry output is entered on 

the right-hand side in order to pick up the effect of di fferent ial 

industry demand changes . Change in unit labor cost and in tmit materialc: 

cost are introduced to pick up the effect of differential industry 

direct input cost changes. 

The "administered price" cycl ical stability hypothes is is generally 

int erpreted to predict a negative relati onship between price change and 

concentration during cyclical expans ions and a positive relations hip 

during cyclical contractions . 

Several such studies have been done for var ious time intervals 

within the period 1967 to 1972. y They have yielded ambiguous and 

conflicting results. It is my view that such ambiguity and conflict in 

large measure may reflect econometric specification or measurement 

error . The purpose of the present report is to present the results of 

an applicat ion of this same general sort of model in which these ap

. 
. 

parent problems were avoided . 

1/ For a review of these studies, see Beals (1975). 
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The period 1967 to 1972 is interesting because it included a heated 

·. 
cyclical expansion, a rather severe recession, a second expansion, and 

the beginning of an extended wage, price, and profit margin control 
_ 

period. The basic questions in which we are interested are: (1) Did 

industrial prices during this period behave in accordance with the 

cyclical stability or lag and catch-up versions of the administered 

pricing hypothesis? (2) Was the pricing behavior of firms in highly 

concentrated industries responsible for the industrial price inflation 

during this period? 

Section I I  of the report surranarizes the findings of the previous 

studies and critiques their methodology. Section I I I  discuses the model 

and the data employed here, Section IV discusses the empirical findinrs, 

a nd Section V summarizes and concludes. 

I I. Summary of Findings and Methodology of Previous Studies 

Several multiple regression studies of the type mentioned above 

have analyzed the relationship between price change and concentration 

for portions of the time period selected for study here. Weiss (1971) 

found a statistically significant negative relationship between price 

change and concentration from 1967 to 1968. Dalton (1973) found a 

significant positive relationship between price change and concentration 

over the period 1967 to 1969. Cagan (1974) found a statistically 

significant negative relationship for 1967 to 1969, a non-significant 

negative relationship for 1969 to 1970, and a positive significant 

relationship for 1970 to 1971. A negative significant relationship for 
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Manufactures Survey 

.. 

·. 

1966 to 

1970 were 

found 

concentration for 

y Previous studies have calculated the unit cost 

of and Annual of Manufactures data 

1969 and a negative non-significant relationship for 1969 to 

found by Weston and Lustgarten (1974). Charles Guy (1975) 

non-significant negative relationships between price change and 

1968 to 1972 and 1971 to 1972. Licari and Shen 

(1975) found non-significant relationships, negative for 1966 to 1969 

and positive for 1969 to 1970. 

The basic regression model. which all the studies have been interested 

in estimating is 

(1) 

where  is the percentage change in price over the time interval, CR is 

the industry concentration ratio,  is percentage change in materials 

cost per unit of output, ULC is percentage change in labor cost per 

unit of output, and 60, is percentage change in output. The authors of 

most of the studies, however, have estimated the following equation with 

the variables in ratio form: 

P1/Po = s0 • S1CR • zUMC1/UMC0 • S3ULC1/ULC0 • S4Q1/Qo • u 

where the subscript l refers to the last year of the time 

refers to the initial year. 2/ 

terms fran 

as 

tMC1/t.M:o • (O.f/<1)/ (Q.io/QO) • [ / (VSl/P 1) ]/ [CMO/ (VSO/Po)] 

• (011/0io) . cvs0;vs1) • (P/Po) and analogously, ULC1!VLC0 

•• (W1/W0) (VS0Ns1) . (P/P0) 

where CM, W, and VS are Cost of Materials, Wages, and Value of Shipments 

respectively. P is the price index. The change in output term is 

(2) 

interval and 0 

Census 

01/Qo • (VS1/P1)/ (VS0/Po) • (VS1/VS0) (P0/P1)• 
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Estimating Equation 2 yields, with the exception of the intercept 

(constant) term, the same coefficient estimates as estimating 

 	 Equation 1.  This is not true, however, if labor cost and materials cost 

components are weighted in accordance with tPeir proportional importance 

in total cost. Wei ghting the cost components of Equations 1 and 2 gives 

rise to regression sl ope coefficient estimates for Equation 2 that are 

different from those for Equation 1 ,  if the weights vary across in

dustries. Equation 1 presumably is the theoretical relationship that 

one is interested in estimating. If the cost components are weighted, 

estimating Equation 2 gives biased estimates of the coefficients in 

Equation 1. .3/ 

Weighting the cost components is important, however, for the obvious 

reason that a given percentage change in, say, labor cost would be 

expected to have a smaller impact on price in industry .!_ than in in

dustry i if labor cost were a smaller proportion of total cost in 

industry .!_ than in in industry i· But if weights are used, Equation 1 

must be directly estimated with the percentage changes pre-calculated. 

Of those mentioned above, Dalt  was the only author to weight the cost 

component variables. Beals (1975) al leges that Dalton may have esti

mated Equation 2 and that his results therefore may have been biased. An 

inspection of Dalton's raw data, however, clearly indicates that he 

estimated Equation 1 directly with the variables in percentage change 

proposition, see Beals (1975, appendix C). 
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Survey 

Another methodological problem involves the use of the change in 

output variable to pick up differential demand changes. Differential 

 	 changes in output result not only from differential demand changes but 

also from interindustry differences in pric g behavior--a phenomenon 

which the model seeks to explain and which, by-hypothesis, is related to 

market structure. An obvious way to avoid this blatant simultaneity 

problem and the estimate biases that result, is to substitute demand 

cha racteristic dummy variables for the change in output variable. 

Furthermore, previous studies may have contained severe biases resulting 

from use of Census of Manufactures and Armual of Manufactures 

data entries for cost of terials and Wages, and from the use of raw 

Census concentration ratios rather than ratios which had been adjusted 

to account for market definitional problems in the Standard Industrial 

Classification. The first of these is discussed below, and the second 

is discussed below and in the Appendix. 

Finally, it is my view that an econometric formulation which 

specifies a linear relationship between price change and seller con

centration may yield erroneous results. The basic "administered pricing" 

view predicting such a relationship appears to run thusly. Industries of 

low seller concentration are presumed to behave in the manner of purely 

competitive industries with demand induced price changes rapidly 

responding along short run industry supply functions. Industries of 

higher seller concentration, on the other hand, are presumed to be more 

6 
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"oligopolistic" with pricing behavior characterized by "stability" in 

the face of changing demand. Price stability is thought to result from 

problems of interfirm pricing coordination--uncertainties of conjectural 

variations in a m ilieu of suspicion and mist t of rival firms' motives 

and actions. In a period of expanded demand, individual firms may be 

reluctant to increase prices fearing that others will not have rec

ognized the change in market demand conditions and may fail to increase 

their prices. In response to falling demand, individual firms may be 

reluctant to reduce prices fearing a misinterpretation of their intent 

and a resulting outbreak of price warfare. 
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These problems of coordination may not occur with regard to pricing 

in response to input price changes. Assuming that they engage in 

significant input price search, firms are aware when input prices 

change and no finn needs to fear that an output price response will lead 

to a breakdown in pricing coordination. Indeed, oligopolistic cyclical 

price stability is typically thought to result from firms adopting hard 

and fast pricing rules such as "standard unit cost plus customary markup" 

in order to facilitate pricing coordination. 

It is typically presumed that the higher the degree of seller 

concentration, the more "oligopolistic" is the industry, and the greater 

is the tendency toward pricing stability--or price-cost margin stability. 

This. leads to the prediction of a monotonic relationship between price 

change and seller concentration (after controlling for changes in 

direct costs)--negative in periods of cyclical expansion and positive in 

subsequent periods of stability or contraction. 

The foregoing misses an important consideration. Industries in 

which seller concentration is sufficiently low so that firms behave as 

truly COII'petitive "price-takers" should indeed exhibit considerable 

price flexibility. However, not all oligopolies are alike, and over the 

concentration range consistent with "oligopoly," the positive relationship 

between price stability and seller concentration posited above may be 

precisely backwards. High concentration fosters an interfirm flow of 

infonnation and a milieu of mutual trust. Here, coordinated pricing 

: behavior in the industry may approximate monopoly behavior and the 

degree of price flexibility characteristic of monopoly may result. 

Infonnation flows are likely to be severely limited, and uncertainty 
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and mistrust should be very great, in oligopolistic industries of moderate 

to low seller concentration, not in very highly concentrated oligopolies. 

As stated by Joe Bain, · erate concentration • should tend to give. . 
·-

rise to imperfect collusion (and) kinked demand curve conformations . • whereas. 

high concentration should provide an environment conducive to effective 

collusion or its equivalent." (1950, p. 43) 

With "effective collusion" in highly concentrated oligopolies, 

firms may be able to shave prices relative to cost during demand contractions 

and increase prices relative to costs during demand expansions without 

destroying interfinn coordination. With "imperfect collusion and kinked 

demand curve conformations" in oligopolies of moderate concentration, 

firms may be forced to adopt and rigorously follow some hard and fast 

pricing rule such as "standard unit cost plus customary markup" in order 

to effectuate pricing coordination and avoid the profit and loss extremes 

of ''pure compe tition." For oligopolies, the relationship between cyclical 

price stability and seller concentration may be negative. if 
If this is the case, the relationship between price change and 

concentration may be g-shaped for cyclical expansions, and a-shaped for 

cyclical contractions. Firms in industries of neither very low 

concentration (atomistic competition?) nor very high concentration 

(well-coordinated oligopoly--in effect, joint monopoly) may be 

4/ For a more in depth discussion of this market structure and pricing 

behavior model, see Qualls (1 976). 
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reluctant to raise price in expansions or reduce price in contractions. 

And in this event, it is a logical possibility that mere sample bias 

might lead to conflicting findings in those studies in which a ronotonic 

relationship between price change and concentration is postulated. If 

the sample for one study was loaded in the direction of low concentration 

and the sample for another was loaded in the direction of high concentration, 

the first study might estimate the left-hand portion of the g (or the 

fi) and the second might estimate the right-hand portion of the g (or 

the n ) . These would appear as diametrically opposed findings. A study 

using a sample fairly representing the range and distribution of the 

concentration universe might find no relationship. A possible non

monotonicity should be investigated. 

III. The Basic Regression fodel and the Data 

In light of the discussion above, the basic cross sectional re

gression equation utilized here is 

P /P .. Bo + B1rn + B2CRSQ + S3AVC1/ AVC0 + B4HB + BsMB + s LYE +1 O 6


B7ND + s GG + U 
 (3)8 

P is the annual average Bureau of Labor Statistics four-digit SIC 

Wholesale Price Index. These indices are currently available for 90 

four-digit industries back to 196 7 .  Our sample consists of only 85 of 

these however. Five industries had to be deleted owing to SIC definitional 

changes in the 1972 Census of Manufactures. 

CR is the industry four-firm concentration ratio for 1967. In some 

cases, either the product definition of the SIC four-digit industry was 
J 

inappropriate or the "relevant market" was regarded as being local or 

regional in nature. In these cases, the four-firm concentration ratio 
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was adjusted so as to reflect concentration in relevant markets more 

closely. 2J 
CRSQ is the four-fim concentration ratio squared. This is entered 

in some regressions in order to test for th  hypothesized possible g

shaped (or .(}<Shaped) relationship. 

AVC is variable cost per unit of output, including both a materials 

cost component and a labor cost component, 
calculated from Annual 

of Manufactures and Census of Manufactures data as 

(Value of Shipments - Value Added + Wages)/Q 

where 

Q = (Value of Shipments) /P 

There are a couple of potentially very important advantages to 

combining materials cost and labor cost into one variable cost term. 

First, given the way Value Added is calculated by the Census, (VS -VA + 

W) is equal to the materials cost and labor cost in goods actually 

shipped. Census entries for Cost of Materials (CM) and Wages (W) are 

the totals put into production, not only for goods actually shipped but 

also that going into (plus or minus) "work in process" and 

"finished goods" inventories build-up or draw-down. Since inventory 

2J A listing of the industries, their adjusted concentration 

ratios (and the bases of such adjustments), and the estimates of the 

heights of their barriers to entry are contained in the Appendix. 
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change is likely to be, in part, a function of relative price behavior-

the phenomen on being explained on the left-hand side--the previous 

studies which have used 0-1 and W for cost variables on the right-hand 

are subject to possible simultaneity bias. Even if inventory change 

were not a function of relative price behavior but instead occurred ran

domly, the unit cost variables would still contain measurement error 

since Q, by which 0-1 and W are divided, is cal_culated as Value of Shipments 

(rather than Value of Production including inventory change) deflated by 

the price index. Our approach avoids this simultaneity or measurement 

error problem. 

A second factor is that combining the two cost components into one 

variable automatically weights them implicitly and at the same time 

allows the model to be legitimately estimated with the price and cost 

variables in ratio form.  
The barrier to entry in each industry was classified as ''high, " 

"medium" or "low." In making these estimates, reliance was placed on 

previous estimates of Bain (1956), Mann (1966), Shepherd (1970), Qualls 

(1972), and Palmer (1973). Where differences of opinion existed, they 

£1 Unfortunately, the cost variable contains the dependent variable, 

P rfP 0, as a deflator. This unavoidable situation occured in previous 

studies also. Although this may artificially inflate the R2, the 
. 

main concern is with the effect of concentration on price change, so the 

pr blem is of secondary importance. See Weiss (1966, note 5). 
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were reconciled in accordance with the author's Judgment. HB and MB are 

0 -1 d ' variables for high barriers and medium barriers respectively. 

Although it is not really clear to me why, some writers have alleged 

that limit pricing considerations may lead to cyc lical price stability. 

Therefore, the barrier to entry dUirlllies are entered. 21 

CG is a d · variable to split consumer good from producer good 

industries. ND is a durrmy to split non-durable from durable goods 

industries, and LYE is a dummy variable assuming a value of 1 for those 

industries which should exhibit very lo  short run income elasticities 

of demand. Consumer good and non-durable good classifications, with a 

few exceptions, were taken from the Federal Reserve's Index of Industrial 

Production. Industries were designated as LYE on the basis of author's 

guesswork backed up by very low short run expenditure elasticity estimates 

from Houthakker and Taylor (1970). These were entered in hopes of 

picking up differences in cyclical demand behavior. This approach 

avoids the sinrultaneity problem, discussed above, in using output change 

as a demand variable on the right-hand side.  

21 For a discussion of the al leged role of entry barriers, see 

Qualls (1976). 

 One presumably would expect demand to be less variable, cyclically, 

in LYE industries than in non-LYE industries, in consumer good industries 

than producer good industries, and in non-durable good industries than 

in durable good industries. 

12 
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IV. Bnpirical Results 

Several regressions of the form indicated in Equation 3 were run 

with various combinations of the independent variables. A separate set 

was run for each year, 1968 through 1972, with the preceding year, 1967 

through 1971, taken as the beginning year of the time interval. In 

addition, a separate set was run for each year, 1969 through 1972, with 

1967 taken as the base year of the time interval. The regressions for 

year-to-year price changes may tend to reflect short run cyclical behavior, 

whereas the longer period regressions may reflect the cumulative effects 

of lags and catchups. The results are displayed in Table 1 through 

Table 9. 

As a general matter, the barrier to entry dl.miTl)' variables, HB and 

MB, are not statistically significant and add very little to the explanatory 

power of the regressions. The demand characteristic variables, LYE, 

ND, and CG, do not always have the expected signs and are rarely tatistically 

significant. One would expect their coefficients to be negative in 

upswings and positive in recessions. The unit cost variable is always 

significant and appears to be the most important explanatory 


variable in the equations. Apart from this, concentration and concentration


squared appear as significant for some of the time intervals but not for 


o thers. 


As indicated by the equations in Table 1, there is a very weak and 

nonsignificant negative relationship between concentration and price 

change over 1967 to 1968. From 1968 to 1969, however, the relationship 

between price change and concentration is much stronger and more 

13 



interesting. In Equations 2-1 through 2-4 in Table 2, the estimated 

coefficients for the concentration term are negative and significant and 

the coefficients for the concentration-squared term are positive and 

significant. This indicates a !:!,-shaped relationship between price 

change and concentration, in keeping with e argument stated above. 

Above four-firm concentration of approximately 60 percent, the estimated 

relationship is positive. Below this concentration level, the estimated 

relationship is negative. 

This U-shaped relationship also shows up for the two year interval, 

1967 to 1969. In Equations 3-1 through 3-4 in Table 3, the concentration 

coefficients are negative and the concentration-squared coefficients are 

positive. The levels of statistical significance are lower, however, 

than for those in Table 2 for 1968 to 1969. 

The time pe riod from 1967 through 1969 was one of, if not continuous 

expansion, at least stable buoyancy. 1970, however, was a year of 

rather severe contraction with NBER trough being placed in November. If 

there is anything to the notion that differences in market structure 

lead to differences in cyclical price behavior, one should expect all 

signs to reverse for 1969 to 1970. This appears to happen. Concentration 

coefficients are positive and concentration-squared coefficients are 

negative in Equations 4-1 through 4-4 in Table 4. (The t-values are 

rather low, however.) This indicates a n_-shaped relationship between 

price change and concentration for 1969 to 1970. 

The conventional "administered pricing" view would predict that 

prices in the more highly concentrated industries should lag behind in 

the· earlier expansion period, and then begin "catching up" in the 

subsequent recession. Here it appears, however, that it was prices in 

14 
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industries in the middle concentration range which lagged behind and 

then started catching up during the following contract ion. 

Over the three year period from 1967 to 1970, the relationship 

-
be tween price change and concentrat ion does not seem to be either U-

shaped or n- shaped. In Equations 5-l through S-4 in Tab le 5, both the 

concentration coefficients and the concentrat ion-squared coefficients 

are negative, small, and nons ignificant . In Equations 5-S through 5-8 

where the concentra tion-squared terms are dropped out, the concentration 

coefficients are negative and signi ficant, al though their values are 

comparatively sma ll . This means that al though the effect was not very 

pronounced , there was a l inear tendency for higher degrees of concentration 

to be associated "'ri th sma ller price changes. This seems to be at odds 

with the conventional administered price stability and concentrated 

industry price lag view . That view presumably would hold that in 1967, 

an early expans ion year, unconcentrated industry prices shoul d have been 

pushing ahead of concentrated industry prices, whereas in 1970, a later 

contraction year, concentrated industry prices should have been increasing 

relative to unconcentrated industry prices . This would predict a like ly 

positive relationship between pri ce change and concentration from 1967 

to 1970. The negative re l ationship fails to support this view. And 

this conclus ion is strengthened by comparing Equations 3-5 through 3- 8 

(Table 3) with Equations 5-5 through 5-8 (Table 5). As indicated there, 

the estimated negative relationship between price change and concentrat ion 

is steeper for the 1967 to 1970 period than for the 1967 to 1969 period . 

15 
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As indicated by the regressions in Table 6, concentration and price 

change are weakly and nonsignificantly positively related for 1970 to 

1971. The traditional administered pricing view presumably would predict 

a negative relationship since 1971 represented an expansion relative to 

the contraction year of 1970. Our findings are to the contrary. 

Table 7 indicates that the relationship over the whole period, 1967 

to 1971, is weakly negative. 

Equations 8-5 through 8-8 in Table 8 indicate a statistically 

significant negative relationship between concentration and price 

change from 1971 to 1972. This finding is amenable to either of two 

alternative interpretations. First, it is consistent with the administered 

price h) othesis that concentrated industry price changes will lag 

behind unconcentrated industry price changes in periods of expansion. 

Second, it may reflect the impact of Phase II price controls in late 

1971 and 1972. Phase II  aimed at maintaining price-cost margins at pre-

1971 levels. So-called Tier I firms (those with annual sales of $100 

million or more) were required to pre-notify the Price Commission of any 

planned price increases and file price-cost margin accounting reports. 

Tier II  firms (those with annual sales between $50 and $100 million) 

were required to file quarterly reports. Tier I I I  firms (those with 

sales less than $50 million) were not required to file reports. They 

only required to maintain accounting data records from which 

price-cost margins might 

16 




be calculated. And firms with Jess than 60 employees were completely 

exempt from any price standards. The impact of the controls program 

may have been considerably weaker on the smaller firms. 

Although there is no one-to-one correspondence, there is a 

tendency for smaller firms (in absolute_size) to be more important in 

less concentrated industries. Moreover, a likely discretionary criterion 

for the Price Commission in deciding whether or not to take action 

against any one finn may have been the degrees of concentration in the 

finn's industrial markets. On balance, more comprehensive and vigorous 

action may have been taken against price increases in concentrated 

industries. Since price change during the expansion of 1971 was 

positively related to concentration, I think it more likely that the 

negative relationship for 1971 to 1972 mainly reflects the impact of 

the Phase I1 controls rather than a concentrated industry "administered 

price" lag. 

A comparison of Equations 9- 5 through 9-8 in Tahle 9 with 

Equations 7 - 5  through 7 - 8  in Table 7 indicates that the negative re

lationship between price change and concentration for the 1967 to 

1972 period was much stronger and statistically more significant than 

that for the 196 7  to 1971 period. Adding in the negative relationship 

for 1971 to 1972 clearly makes the cumulative negative effect of 

concentration appear much stronger . 

. · 
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(-.74599) (-.05730) 

1-4 
(.83623) (-. 72530) 

1-5 

1-6 p68/P67 
(-.57514) 

1-7 

(5,79) 

(-.38865) 

.579 

• • • l 

Table 1 

Regression Results, Industrial ffi1olesale Pr i ce Changes, 1967-1968 

. -

Equation Dependent 
.Nunber Variable CRIntercept 2CRSQ AVC6ft/AVC67 lffi MB LYE t-.'0 CG R F 

1-1 P69/P67 .61032 -.00056 ,00000 .421J4AU .5n 36.1673 
(13.89820) (-1.05635) (.82322) (10. 24930} (3 ,81) 

1-2 P68/P67 .60758 -.00062 .00000 ,424fii!AU -.00729 • . 00031 .576 21.-1472 
(13.58610) ( -1.11 591) (.96891) (10.06650) 

1-3 p68/P67 .61913 -.00050 .00000 ,4llft6AU -.00493 -.00251 .00177 .580 17.9137 
(13.48740) ' (-.91385) (.73072) (9. 4 756R) (- .67168) (-. 39321) (.32523) (6,78) 

p68/P67 

P681P67 

.617288 -.00053 .00000 .41J9211"* • • 00721 -.00111 -.00486 -.00250 .00217 .582 13.2478 
(13.186!10} (-.92913) (9.28710) (-. 20135) (-.64684) (.39096) (8,76) 

' 54.1255 
(14.16320) (-1.19195) (10. 25240) (2,82) 

.60136 - .OOOll .42031AU .569 

.59902 -.00010 .42J66AU -.00552 -.00105 .571 26.5947 
(13.66930) (-.73584) (10.02610) (-.19875) 

I 
(4 ,SO} 

P681P67 .61227 - .ooon .4098111"* -.00470 -.003(19 .00216 .577 21.5166 
(13.66660) (-.93016) (9.47622) (-.64372) (-. 490113) (.40048) (5,79) 

1-8 P6a/P67 .61116 -.00007 .4099JAU 15.0995 
(7,77)

-.00567 -.00178 -.00486 -.00309 .00241 
(13.24380) (-. 48623) (9.261188) (-.58190) (-.32628) (-.64723) (-.48399) (.43635) 

(!·ratios are in parentheses) 
*Significant at .1 or better (two-tailed test) 

**Significant at .OS or better {two-tailed test) 
***Significant at .01 or better (two-tailed test) 



2·3 

2-4 
(9. 95934) 

(5,79) 

. . ... 

Tah e 2 

ReRression Results, Tndustrial Wholesale Price ChanRes, 1968-1969 

Equation llependent 
Numer CRSQ AVC69/A\'C68 1m MR LYE ND CG R2 fVariable Intercept CR 

2-1 .79322 -.oo2:n** .00002" . :\0004"** .401 18.0417P69/P68 (10.2306) (-2.50735) (1.9-10111) (4.72430) (3,61) 

2-2 P69/P68 .81786 -.00278**" .00002** .28306**" .. 00449 .01182 .420 11.4600 
(10.2HIIO) (-2.88194) (2.211976) (4. 33790) (-.211601) (1. 42029) (5, 79) 

.84054 - .00251**" .00002** .25935**" -.02001P69/P68 .00166 .422 4 . 9503.00517 
(10.03030) (-2.65036) (2.14260) (3. 79422) (-1.62728) (.52525) (.19702) (6,78) 

-.00638P69/P68 .85558 -.00288*"'* .00002** . 24890*** .00990 -.01774 .00402 .00358 .437 7.38:\4 
(-2.92917) (2.40887) (J.SS335) (-.402:\6) (1.15904} (-1.42277) (.40726) (.41795) (8,76) 

2-S P69/P68 .70672 -.00056*** . 34453*** .373 ' 24 .3593 
(10.95800) (-3.00850) (5.72126) (2,11:!) 

2-6 P6g/P68 .70385 -.00063*** .34451* .. .00454 .00915 .382 12.35118 
{10.85190} (-2.90182) (5.64464) (.29114) (1.08246) (4,80)

I 
2-7 • 73405 -.00052**• .3]737*1111 P69/P68 -.01555 .OQ161 

( -1.25451) ( .16211) 
.00365 .388

(.42S.t0) 
10.0206 

{10.64030) (-2.70730} (4.94582) 

(.20373) (.811173) ( -1.05314) 
7 . 1 625 

(.01525) (7,77) 
2-8 .72856 -.00057** .32130*** .00322 .00712 -.01339 .00053 .00465 .394P69/P68 (10.42240) (-2. 54325) (4.92702)- (.52779) 

(t-ratio! are in parentheses) 

*Significant at .1 or better (two-tailed test) 
••significant at .OS or better (two-tailed test)

***Significant at .01 or better (two - ta iled test) 



3-2 

(-.17577) (-. 54721) 

3-6 

3-8 P6g/P67 
(-.45057) 

{5,:'9) 

(i! ,8.:!) 

{7,77) 

. . .. 

Tahtc 3 

Regression Results, JrnlustTial Wholesale Price Ch:mJles, 1967·1969 

Equation Dependent 
R2Nt.mVer Variable Intercept CR CRSQ AVCfl9/AVCfl7 lffi M8 LYE t.l) CG F 

.573 36.1924 
(8.01587) (-1.71644) (1. 16238) (8.81288) {3,8 1 )  

3-1 1'69/1'67 .58383 -.00179• .00001 .SOS6t•u 

P69/P67 .58581 -. 0021 5U .00001 .50779*,.,. -.00182 .01245 .583 22.1091 
(7.97160) ( ·1. 99682) (1.4UJO) (8 . 77567) (-.10!l24) (1.26929) 

3-3 p69/P67 .60376 -.00181* .00001 .4868JAU -.01146 .00014 .00433 .578 17.7780 
(7.71693) ( -1.69512) (1.19166) (7.85400) (·.81290) (.01179) (.43147) (6,78) 

3-4 P6g/P67 • 59942 -.00211* .00001 .49Z93"u -.00326 :01178 -.00789 ·.12918 .00626 .587 13.4967 
(7.57111) ( -1.9304 3) (1.40688) (7.83634) (1.1 5049) ( .11111) (.61401) (8,7&}· 

3-S p69/P67 • 53742 ·,00060Uit .5237011,.,. 
(8.80294) (-2.82599) (9.463J8) 

.566 53.3844 

• 52872 -.0006711U .S304ou• .00355 .01096 .sn 26.8030p69/P67 (8.55953) (-2.69556) (9.47915) (.19869) (I .11705) {4,80) 

3-7 • 55384 -.00056""' -.00977 -.00103 .00507 .570 20.9382P69/P67 
(8.35944) (-2.53447) (-.69<136) (-.08861) I (.50536) (5,i9) 

.54079 -.00062111t .51660"'* .00214 .01048 
(7.98276) (-2.37149) (8.46929) (.11710) (1. 02107) 

-.00652 -.00228 .00645 . 576 14.9520 
(-.19529) (.62615) 

(t-ratios are in parentheses) 

•significant at .1 or better (two·tailed test) 
•*Significant at .OS or better (two-tailed test) 

***Significant at .01 or better (two-tailed test) 



' 

(5,79) 

4-4 .353 

.274 

4-8 . 337 

.. 

Eqt.ation Dependent 
Nmber Variable Intercept 

4-1 P7o/P69 .63656 .00068 -.00001 . 38JI2u" . 283 10.6783 

.. 

Tahle .t 

Regression Results, Industrial Wholesale Price Changes, 1969-1970 

R2CR CRSQ /\VC70t/\Vc69 tm m LYE NO CG F 

(8.50393) (.76141) ( -1. 02902) (5.500117) (3,81) 

4-2 P7o/P69 .60988 .00104 -.00001 .40470""* .00209 -.01231 . 304 6.9120 
(7.92481) ;1.13563) ( -1. 35344) (5.67966) (.12967) ( -1. 37740) 

4-l P7o/P69 .63170 .00065 -.00001 • 39272ftft * .02989** -.01287 -. 00716 • 3;,!} 6.1iRil4
(2.51506) (-. 0350)(8.07748) (. 73095) ( -1.10090) (5.49798) (·1.26669) (6,78) 

p70 -.00848.61568 .00094 -.00001 • 40566u• .00325. -.00980 .02740*"/P69 -.01200 5.1858 
(7.66684) (I. 02377) (-1.35934) (5.55554) ( .20332) (-1.09885) (2.26850) (-1.17202) (-.93687) (8,76) 

4-5 P7o/P69 .38260""* 15.4769 
(5.49133) (2,112) 

.6575-1 -.00022 • 

(9.12596) (-1.14719) 

8.09794-6 .64034 -.00016 .40111""* -.00182 -.01062 .288p70/P69 (8.65644) ( . • 74728) (5.60415) (-.11442) -1.19383 (4,110) 

4-7 .65718 - . 00030 .38900""* • 02932"* -.01152 -.00812 .329 7. 7534P·10/P69 (8.78592) ( -1. 58603) (5.44576) (2.46597) ( · l.140f0l (-.9B87} (5,i9) 

p70/P69 .64821 -.00027 .39986"** -.00049 -.00810 . 02733** -.01063 -.00909 
(8.43384) (-1.19899) 

5.6009-1 
(5.45552) (-.03112) (-.91237) (2.25014) (-1.04047) (-1.00063) (7,77) 

(t-ratios are in parentheses) 

"Significant at .1 or better (two-tailed test) 
**Significant at .OS or better (two-tailed test) 

*""Significant at .01 or better (twO-tailed test) 



(5,79) 

. 575 

5-5 

5-6 

5-7 
(5,79) 

. .  
.

Tah1e 5 


Regression Resul ts , Industrial 11oJesa1c Price Changes, 1967-1970 


Equation DepPndent 2
tbrber \'ariable Intercept CR CRSQ AVC70/AVC67 tm MB LYE NO cc R F 

5-1 P7o/P67 .51760 - . 00083 -.00000 . 57720*** .565 5.0178 
(6.24178) (· • 56H 8) (- .02490) (9.46873) (3,8 1 ) 

5-2 .51525 -.00074 -.00000 . 51s:n """ -.OOIJ2 -.00333 .565 20.5172P7o/P67 (6.06949} (-.47906) (-. 01667) (9.3l304) (-.05005) (-.23229} 

5-3 P7o/P67 .49159 -.00058 -.00000 .59652"** . 02654 -.0179., . 00296 17.6 1 19 
(5.55006) ( · . 38635) (-. 2 0341 ) (9. 2H19} (1 . 31 246) (-1.08594) (.20594) (6,78) 

5-4 P70/P67 .491 96 - .00060 -.00000 • 596 73""" -.00179 .00004 .02662 -.01800 .oo:n2 .575 12.8:'18 
(5.47048) (-.311036) (-.17530) (9.IH2R) (-. 0(1700) ( .00249) (1.21H04) (-1.06986) (.21071) (S,76) 

.51878 -. 00087**" . 5 7fi87"** .565 53.1741P7o/P67 
(7.66727) (-2.86578) (9.74994) '(2, 62) 

. 51855 -.00084"" • 57734"** - .00165 -.00319 .565 25.9685P7o/P67 
(7 .55987) (-2.363()0) (9 . 63424) (-.06429) (-.22637) (4,80) 

.50184 - .00088"** .59389*"" .02617 -.0115r7o/P67 .00265 .575 21.3855 
(6 . 93226) (-2.79574) (9.54212) (1.30721) (- I . 07561) (.) 8640) 

S-8 p .50085 -.00087*" .59406**" -.00265 .00037 .02643 -.01771 .00297 .575 1-1.893770/P67 (6.78833) (- 2 . 32933) (9.42008) (-.1 0 154) (.02560) (1 .28155) ( -1. 06469) (.20265) (7,77) 

(t-rati05 are ln parentheses) 

*Significant at .1 or better (t, ·tailed test) 
**Significant at .OS or better (two-tailed test) 

***Significant at .01 or better (two-tailed test) 



6-2 
(5,79) 

.453 

(-. 03344) 

6-6 .434 

. 453 

. 457 

.. .. 

Table 6 

Regression Results, Industrial Wholesale Price Changes, 1970-1971 

Equation Dependent 
R2tt.umer Veriable Intercept CR CRSQ AVC71/AVC70 1m MR LYE NO CG F 

6-1 P n/P7o . 48344 .00029 -.00000 • SZ444"** .432 2o.su2o(6.53122) (. 30294) (-. 040()8) (7.51374) (3,81) 
P n/P70 .48648 . 00022 -.00000 . 522 1 8*"* . 00478 .00405(.22050) (-.01373) .434 12.1009(6.471 10) (7. 374•16) ( . Zi057) {.42299)

6-3 P 
71

/P 
70 .00048 -.00000 .53596"*"' .00729 - .00576 . 01 4 37.46096 10.77'50 

(. 55024) (-. 52447) (1. 411208) (6,71!)(5.95032) (. 49103) (-.18052) (7.46324) 

6-4 P /P
n 7o .46538 .00030 - .00000 • 5331 4"'** .00133 . 00709 . 0091  7 -.00660 . 01524 . 457 8.00.!3

(5.91951) (.29979) (7.31937) (.07494) (.72539) ( .673411) (-.59285) ( 1 .  53293) (8,76)
'6-S P71/P . 48ot 22 70 ..00:>25 . 52453"'"'* . 432 31.2224(I. z.t 34 3) (6.816611) (7.56-192) (2,82) 

P 
71

/P 
70 . 411674 . 00021 15.3177 

(4,80)I 

. 5l222""""' .00473 .00406 
(6.73876) (. 87402) (7. 42602) (.27447) (.43131) 

6-7 P /P 
70 .46460 .00031n 13.01138.53625*""" .00719 -.00553 .01423 

( - .51026)(6.24892) (1.46157) (7. 51 543) (.54644) (5,79)(1. 48127)

6-8 P 
71

/P70 . 53321*"'* . 001 22 . 00713 .00916 -.00657 .01523.46603 . 00027 
(-. S<JS&O) (1. 54 266) 

9.2655(6.1 5903) (1.10106) (7 . 37143) ( .07048) (. 74071) (.67774) (7,77) 

(!·ratios 

*Significant at .1 or better 
*"'Significant at .OS or better 

***Significant at .01 or better 

are in parentheses) 

(two-tailed test) 
(two-tailed test) 
(two-tailed test) 



(5 ,79) 

{5,79) 

(7. 77) 

. .  

Tahle 7 

Regression Results, Industrial Wholesale Price 01anges, 1967-1971 

Equation Dependent
Ntmer Variable Intercept CR CRSQ AVC71f,\VC67 1m MD LYE ND CG R2 F 

7-1 Pn/P67 .41963 - .00006 -.00001 .66358*** .SlJ 28.2:598 
(4.13757) (-.03624) (-.3:B84) (8.93295) (3,81) 

7-2 .41744 .00001 -.00001 .66464"** .00384 -.00109 .Sll 16.5367Pn/P67 
(4.01336) (.02409) (- .36357) (8.77816) { .12075) (-.06294) 

7-3 • 34412P71/P67 
( 3.21 895) 

7-4 . 34761P71/P67 
(3.20252) 

7-5 .43871Pn/P67 
(5.26382) 

7-6 .43910P71/P67 
(5.17808) 

7-7 .38527Pn/P67 

.00061 
(. 34217) 

-.00001 
(·.68350) 

.70922*"* 
(9.274-16) 

.03841* 
(1 .63863) 

-.02697 
(-1. 38248) 

.02585 
(1.49516) 

.544 15.4764 
(6,78) 

.00042 
{. 215.14) 

-.00001 
(-.55337) 

• 70771""* 
(9.13155 ) 

-.00197 
( -. 06259) 

.00628 
(.36116) 

.04010* 
(1.66522) 

-.02778 
(-1.40024) 

.02687 
(1.515- H) 

.545 1 1  .3560 
(8 , 76 } 

-.00064* .6S836u* .511
' 

42.7612 
( -1. 75849) (9.ll571) (2,82) 

-.00065 .65836*"* .00176 -.00012 .511 20.8643 
( -1. 51318) (8. 979114) (.05654) (-.00679) (4,80) 

- . 00058 .69708""* .03729 -. 2539 .02430 .541 1 8.6038 
(4.37619) (1. 55121) (9.40379) (1.59995) ( -1. 14911) (1.42259} 

7-8 .38097 - . 00058 .69782"** -.00495 .00764 .03970* - . 02678 .02609 .543 1 3.0522P71/P67 
(4.23969) ( -1 .31675) (9.29533) ( .. 16016) (.44540) (1.65699) ( -1. 36162) (1.48265) 

(!·ratios are in parentheses) 

*Significant at .1 or better (two-tailed test) 
*"Significant at .OS or better (two-tailed test) 

***Significant at .01 or better (two-tailed test) 
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Tahlc 8 

Regre sion Results, Industrial Wholesale Price Changes, 1971-1972 

F.quation 
t-.'untler 

Dependent 
Variable Intercept CR CRSQ AVC72/AVC71 1m MR LYE m CG R2 F 

8-1 P
72

/Pn .68890 
(ll.IH6JO) 

-. 00074 
(- .81115) 

. 00000 
{.2S8R4) 

.36299*** 
(6.89114l) 

. 414 )9.0432 
(3,81} 

8-l Pn/Pn .69633 
{10.97770) 

-.00083 
(- .86567) 

.ooooo 
( .43791) 

• 728*** 
(6.68721) 

- .01490 
(-.119492) 

-. 00236 
(-.26254) 

. 420 11.4187
(S, 7!1) 

8-3 P n!Pn . 68 685 
(10.116900) 

-.00085 
(- . 91511 3) 

.00000 
(.34686) 

. 37263*** 
(6.88957) 

-.01413 
(-1.14687) 

. 00501 
(.47100) 

-.01050 
( -1.16311) 

.440 10.2050 
(6, 7ll) 

8-4 P /P . 6928 77l 71 (10.76200) 
-.00081 . 00000 .3f•6S9*** -.01200 -.00570 -.01515 .00555 - .01019 

(-.114023) (.39233) (6.641141) (-.71651) (- .6l2SS) (-1.19953) (.52415) 
7.6078 

( -1.09981) (8. 76) 

8-S P 
72

/P71 .68175 
(12.24650) 

- .0005 1 *** 
(-2 . 67391) 

. 3fl.176"** 
(7.03115) 

. 41.  28.8595 
(2,112) 

8-6 

8-7 

8-8 

P72/P
71 

P 
n/Pn 

Pn/Pn 

.68385 
(12.12790) 

.67697 
(12.06780) 

.681 27 
(11.97830) 

-.000-12* 
(-1.87070) 

-. 00053*** 
(-2.70504) 

-.OOOH* 
( -1.90204) 

. 36060*** 
(6. 85171) 

. 37527*** 
(7 .04715) 

• 37003*** 
(6.83518) 

- .01346 
(-.82890) 

-.01069 
(-.65504) 

-.00284 
( -.32055) 

-.00613 
(-.68703) 

-. 01390 
(-1.13635) 

-.01507 
(-1.19969) 

. 004 2 
(.43!180) 

.00509 
( .48 637) 

-.01029 
(-1. J.l876) 

-.01014 
( -1. 10130) 

.418 

.439 

.434 

14.3706 
(4,110) 

12.3597 
(5,79) 

8.7689 
(7,77) 

(!·ratios are in parentheses) 

*Significant at .1 or better (two-tailed test) 
**Significant at . OS or better (two-tailed test) 

***Significant at .01 or better (two-tailed test) 
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Tab le 9 


Regres sion Results , lndu t rlal Wholesale P rice Changes, 1 967 - 1972 


Equation Dependent 
Nunber Variable Intercept CR CRSQ AVC71/AVC67 HB MB LYE NO CG R2 F 

9- 1 P72/P67 . 23529 . 00103 - . 00002 . 82 1 1  1 **" . 688  319 
( 2 .  39526) (. 54 333) ( · 1 .  22242)  ( 1 2  . 8 1 800) ( ..:. , 8 1 )  

9 - 2  Pn/P67 • 23161 . 00 1 1 2  · .  00002 . 82 303*** . .  0081 0  · .  00002 . 68 8  l4 . 879S 
( 2 .  29363) ( .  561 1 8 )  (- 1 .  2202 1 )  ( 1 2 . 60 1 70 )  ( .  2 3965) ( - . 00 1 3 1 )  ( 5 ,  i9) 

9- 3 . 1 9858 . 00160 - . 00002 . 84 528"** . 04006 - . 0391 2* . 00821 . 703 30. 7704 P72/P67 (I . 9632 1  ) ( .  83089) ( · 1 .  51 220) ( 1 2 . 97 1 80 )  ( 1 .  58719) ( ·  1 .  8 5993) ( . 4  52 59) , 78 )  

Pn/P67 . 1  9798 . 00154 · .  00003 . 84620"** . 00785 . 00519 . 04 1 08 . .  03957* . oo8:n . 703 2 2 .  5279 
( 1 . 92253) ( .  76250) ( · 1 .  43454) ( 1 2 .  77290) ( .  2 324 4 }  ( . 2 7946) ( 1  . 58407) ( · 1  . 8495 1 )  ( .  4 4 71 6) (8 , 76) 

9·5 

9 - 6  

9 - 7  

9- 8  

Pn/P67 

P72/P67 

P72/P67 

Pn/P67 

. 31 165 
(4 . 09Rtl2) 

. :  n u s  
(4 . 03863} 

. 29686 
(3.  79925) 

. 29286 
( 3 . 6856 1  ) 

- .  001 24 *"* 
( - 3 .  1 8303) 

- . 00125*** 
( - 2 .  72393} 

· . 00 1 2 5*** 
( · 3 . 08848) 

- . 00127**" 
( - 2 .  67016} 

. 80033*** 
( 1 2 .  91.940 )  

. 8001 6*** 
( 1 2 .  75070) 

. 81 723**11 
( 1 2  . 97720) 

. 8 1 8 1 8*** 
( 1 2 . 8 3660} 

- . 00022 
( ·  . 00662} 

- .  00 1 70 
( - . 05 l l l )  

. 00309 
( . 1 7044) 

. 00852 
( . 4 5961 )  

. 03661 
(1 . 44468) 

. 03910 
( 1  . 4 9957) 

· . Ol440 . 00533 
( - 1  . 61059) ( .  2930 5 )  

- .  03581 *  . 00694 
( · 1 .  67503) ( .  3704 2} 

. 692 

' 
. 68 2  

. 694 

. 695 

8 8 .  0200 
(2  ,82)  
4 2 . 9646 
{4 , 80) 

35 . 8826 
( 5 ,  79) 

25.  1 07 2  
( 7 .  77) 

(!· ratios are in parentheses) 

*Signi ficant at . 1  or better (two-tailed test )  
**Significant at . O S  or better (two-ta iled test) 

***Signific ant at . 01 or better (two-tailed test) 



...V. Sunrnary and Conc lusions 

The regression analyses discussed above support the fo llowing 

conclusions . 

First , the inflation of the late 1960s and early 1970s rather 

clearly appears not to have been of the market power "administered" type 

that , in the view of some , characteri zed the s lower inflations of the 

mid - to- late 1950s and early 1960s . Indeed , the re lation between concentration 

and price change over the who le period from 1967 to 1972 is clearly and 

s ignificantly negative . Since the negative relationship between concentrat ion 

and price change from 196 7 to 1971 is ruch weaker and less significant , 

I am incl ined to attribute a substantial portion of the 1967 to 1972 

price change effect to the operation of the price controls program in 

1972 . Neverthe less , in the pre-controls period from 1967 to 1971 , price 

increases in more highly concentrated industries ; after allowing for 
' 

changes in direct costs , clearly did not outstrip those in less concentrated 

industries . If anything , there was a slight tendency for them to l ag 

behind . 

Second , prices during the 1970 recess ion did not behave in accord-

ance with a convent ional administered pricing view. That view predi cts 

a positive relationship between price change and indus try concentrat ion 

during recession .  This phenomenon did not occur during 197 0 .  

Third , s ome  support was found for a g- shaped (or £!- shaped ) relat ionship 

of cyclical price behavior to seller concentration. There was a clearly 

s ignificant !!-shaped relationship between price change and sel ler 

18 



' ·  

concentration for the 1 968 to 196  expans ion ,  and al though the sta 

t istical signifi cance level was l ower , a n- shaped re lati onship for the 

1 969 contract ion . Previous studies have not tested for such re lat ionships . 

.· 	 Yet , thi s parabo lic price response pattern can logical ly be rat ionali zed 

on the bas is  of market structure theory . .Future studies should in

ves tigate such a pos s ib i l  i ty .  

1 9  



APPEND IX 


, ' ' 

A maj or difficulty with the use of Census Bureau concent ra tion ra tios 

in market structure -perfonnance studies is that the national ratios for 

four-di git "indus trie s" may not reflect the degrees o f  concentration in 

"meaningfully de fined" marke ts. Although-there is , conceptuall y ,  no 

clear and precise method for defining an industrial marke t ,  it is never

theless cle ar that some SIC indus tries are grossly ill-de fine d for our 

purposes. Some are too broadly defined in the sense that they include 

products which are only very distant substitutes for other products 

classified in the industry . Others are too narrowly defined in the sense 

that they exclude products which are close subst itutes for products 

class ified in the industry . Other "industries" may be too broadly de fined 

on a geographical basis . CMing to high transportat ion costs or other 

factors, markets in some "indus trie?" may tend to be local or regional in 

nature ra ther than national in scope . 

As a general matter , al though it is not always the case , there is a 

tendency for calculated concentration to unde rstate concentration in more 

"relevantly" de fined marke ts when indus try de finitions are too broad . 

I f  the industry definitions are too narrow , there is a general tendency 

for calculated concentration to overstate concent ration in more 

de fined marke ts . 

relevantly 

Somet imes this problem is dealt with by del ibera te sample selection. 

In his sample , the inve st igator includes indus tries for which the SIC 

20 



. 
definitions are reasonably approiriate, Unforttmately, that approach could 

not be adopted here. Inclusion in the sample was determined by the 

availabil ity of BLS Wholesale Price data . The approach taken here was to 

adj us t the concentration ratios for those industries whose concentration 
-

ratios were judged to be poor reflect ions of meaningful concentration 

because of market definition problems . 

William G .  Shepherd (1970 , Appendix Table 8)  has provided , for each 

SIC four -digit industry, an estimate of whether the S IC industry definit ion 

is too broad or too narrow with regard to produc t inclus ion . In addition, 

he indicates whether, in his view, the relevant market is local or regional 

in nature . 

I also enlisted the aid of my col le ague, F .M. Scherer, who was asked 

to render judgments such as these, independent of the Shepherd est imates, 

for each of the indus tries in the sample . In addition, I provided independent 

j udgments of my own .  Whether an individual industry ' s  concentration ratio 

was to be adj usted, and on what basis, was detennined es sent ially by 

maj ority vote am::mg this three-person upanel of experts . " Surpr isingly (?)  , 

there was substantial agreement . 

Generally, the adj ustments were handled in the following manner . 

• 

I f  the S IC four - digit industry was too broadly defined with regard to 

product inclusfion ,  a weighted average (on the bas is of value of shipments) 

o f  concentration ratios in component five-digit product classes was 

calculated and used as the CR observat ion in the study . I f  the four -digit 

21 



hnufacturing , 

' . 

industry 

and used 

. -

was too narrowly defined· with respect to product incl usion, a 

weighted average of con centration in this industry and concentration in 

other four-digit industries in the same three-digit group was calculated 

as the CR observation. Five -digit product class val ue of shipments 

data, on which five -digit product class concentration ratios are based, 

excl ude secondary product contamination (secondary product value of 

shipments for establ ishments included in the industry is excl uded and 

value of shipments for products primary to the industry but arising in 

establishments classified in other industries is incl uded) . For reasons 

of consistency, four-digit ratio s used as indicated above, and those 

used as CR observations for those industries whose ratios did not 

Concentration Ratios in Part 2 ,  in which four -digit ratios 

require adj ustment , were taken from 1967 Census of Manufactures, 

are cal culated on the same val ue of shipments basis as product-class 

ratios with secondary product contamination excluded . Actually, these 

ratios seem preferable as a general matter to those ratios cal culated on 

the basis of four-digit indus try data from which secondary product 

contamination has not been exculded, particularly for those cases in 

which industry specialization and/or coverage are low. 

For industries which were j udged to be regional or local in nature, 

weighted averages of regional or state ratios were calculated. Unfo rtunately, 

such ratios are available only for 1963 rather than 1967 . In a few cases, 

the weighted average 1963 ratios were adj usted for changes that had 

occurred in national concentration between 1963 and 1967 . 

. The industries and their concentration ratios (as adj usted where 

appropriate) , along with the est imated heights of their barriers to 

entry, are l isted in Table A-1. 
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Tab le A-1 

Four-Firm Barrier to 
SIC Industry Concentrat ion , % Entry 

2011 Meat sl aught ering 27 Low 
201 3 Meat proces s ing 1 5  Low 
2015 Poultry dres s ing 
2021 Creamery bu ter !f 

Low 

Low 


2033 Canned fruits and vegetables £1 37 Low 
-2036 Packaged fish b/

- 3 1  Low 

2044 Rice mil l ing 4 5  Low 

Lo\\
2052 Biscuits , crackers , and cookies b/ 
5 8  Medium2061 Raw cane sugar 

Cane sugar refining Medium2 062 

Beet sugar Medium2063 

Che,.,i.ng gum


Malt liquor 

8 1  High2073 

64
2082 


2083 Malt Low 

2084 Wines and brandy 48 Low 
2091 Cottons eed oil mills 44 Low 
2092 Soybean oil mi lls Low 

2094 Animal and marine fats and oils 1 8  Low 

£1 
 Medium2096 Shortening and cooking oils 
2098 Mac aroni and noodle products Medium 
2111 Cigarettes 

Medium 2121 

2131 


Ci gars 
Che\l.i.ng and smoking tobacco 

58 

Low 


2254 Knit underwear mi lls e/ 4 5  Low 

Tufted carpets and rugs f/ Low
2272 

2311 Mens ' and boys ' suits and coats 1 7  Low 
2321 Mens ' dress shirts and ni ghtwe ar 2 7  Low 
2322 Mens ' and boys ' underwear f!.! 

Mens ' and boys ' Low
2327 
 separate trous ers 
Work c lothing Low
2328 

Fabric dress and work gloves gf Low
2381 


Mediumbed springs 39 
Mattres ses and2515 

Wood office furni ture f/-

Low
2521 

£/ 
 MediumSanitary pape r product s 67 
2647 


2823 Cel lul os ic man-made fibers 

b/ 

h/ 

f/ 8 1  

Sanitary food containers Low
2654 

MediUm2822  Synthet ic rubber 

Y 8 1  MediumOrganic fibers , nonc ellulosi c2824 

2872 Fertilizers , mixing only 

High2892 Explos ives 
2911 Petroleum refining  

Low
3111 Leather t anning and finishing 

http:Che\l.i.ng
http:Che,.,i.ng


4 3  

33 

55  
3333 

3339 

43 
3493 

3533 
3534 
3537 

·' 
• . .  

Tab le A-1 continued 
Four -Finn Barrier to 

SIC Industry Conc entrat ion , % 	 Entry 

3221 Glass containers a/ 80  Low 
3241 Cement , hydraulic -!!/ 

h/ 

!I 
f/ 

.S5 

72 Medium 
3251 Brick and structural clay tile 6 6  Low 

3259 Structural clay products , nee 
Low3255 Clay refractories 

Low 
Low6 1. .  3261 Vitreous plumbing fixtures 

3262 Vitreous china food utens ils 60 Low 
3263 Fine earthenware and food utens ils 60 Mediumy
3271 Concrete block and brick 30 	 Medium1Y 
3273 
 Ready -mixed concrete 
 !Y 
 Medium 

3275 Gypsum products 7 8  Medium 
331 2 Blast furnaces and steel mills !I 8 0  Medium 
3315 St eel wire dra g 38 Medium 
3316 Cold finishing of steel shapes 35 Medium 

St eel pipe and tube 
 !I 
 Medium
3317 

Primary z inc 	 59 Medium 


3334 Primary aluminum 	 91  Medium 

Primary non -ferrous metals , nee 60 	 Low 

3351 Copper rolling and dra g 4 0  Medium 
3411 
3423 

Metal cans !I 
Hand and edge tools , nee !V 

90 
30 

Low 
Low 

3431 Metal plumb ing fixtures 
 Low 
Low 

3498 

St eel · springs 	 34 

Fabr icated pipe and fitt ings ' 1 5  	 Low 

3519 Internal combustion engines , nee b/ 6 7  	 Medium 

field machinery and equipment 

and moving st ain.rays 
and tractors 

and roller bearings b/ 
balances 

b/ 

Oil 24 Medium 
Elevators 58 Medium 
Industrial trucks 4 5  Medium 
Ball 71 	 Low3562 


3576 Scales and 54 Medium 
3612 Transformers 72 High 
3613 Switchgear and switchboards  60 High 
3624 Carbon and graphite products 8 6  High 
3635 HOus eho ld vacuum cl eaners 6 2  Low 
3641 Electric lamps 8 8  High 
3652 Phonograph records 58 Medium 
3671 Electron tubes , rece iving 8 9  Medium 
3672 Cathode ray picture tubes 84  Medium 

.. 	 3673 Electron t:ubes , transmitting 54 Medium 
3674 Semi -conductors 4 6  Low 
3692 Primary batteries 8 5  Medium 

Medium 
High 

3693 X-ray apparatus and tubes 4 9  
3717 Motor veh icles and car bodies 96£!' 
no tes on next page 
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Table A- • continued 

Notes : 

Industrial markets are regi onal in nature, but regional ratios were not!/ 
publicly ava ilable . CR is based on Shepherd ' s  estimate (1970)  . 

. 
, 

t' 	 Industry produc t definition is too broad. CR is a we i ghted average of 
rat ios for conponent five-di git product classes . 

CR is a wei ghted average for the three sugar industries . They are close 
subst itutes. 

Industrial markets are regional in nature. CR is a we i ghted average of 
regional ratios for 1 963 , perhaps sli ghtly adjusted fo r changes in 
nat ional concentrat ion between 1963 and 1 967 . 

 	 Industry product de finit ions are both too broad and too narrow. CR is 
a wei ghted ave rage of rat ios for conponent five - di git classes within 
both S IC 2254 and S I C  232 2 .  

!/ 	 Industry product de finit ion i s  too narrow. CR i s  a weighted average of 
ratios for four -di git industries within the relevant three-d i git 
group. For fibers, it is a we i ghted average of SIC and SIC 2823 , 
and for food utens ils, a we ighted average of S IC 3262 and S IC 3263 . 

j/ 	 CR is a wei ghted average of rat ios for component five-di git product 
classes within both SIC 2381 and SIC 31 51 , Leather gloves. 

h/ Industrial markets are local to regional. in nature. CR is a weighted 
ave rage of state rat ios fo r 1 96 3  , perhaps slightly adj usted for changes 
in nat i onal concentration between 1 963 and 1 967  . 

.. . 
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